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Carson Kressley, the Emmy-winning TV celebrity and NY Times bestselling
author of Queer Attention for the Straight Guy, has spent the last
decade transforming thousands of females and connecting with hundreds of
thousands more on Oprah Winfrey, Good Morning America, and countless
other national broadcasts. We have to know that with the right
equipment, we have the energy to transform our self-perception by
shifting our mindset from woe-is-me to wow-is-me. Whether we live in
Tacoma or Tallahassee, there exists a common thread among all of us: you
want to feel gorgeous but don’t constantly know the place to start.
We’re frequently frustrated by style and can’t find out which trends to
check out and which to flee. Who don’t possess gobs of cash to drop on
our wardrobe and feel overlooked of the game. Most of all, we need
Carson, our peppy, blond fairy godstylist, to show us the way! Nowhere
else will there be a fun and accessible book created for the underserved
masses like us, who just want to get out the entranceway looking and
feeling fabulous.Does This Book Produce My Butt Appear Big?We need to be
reminded that fashion is FUN...and signals for Burger King! So when it
comes to how we feel about our bodies, all we find are roadblocks. He
understands what makes women tick. We are in need of the secrets of
playing to your strengths and minimizing our flaws. We need to take more
chances, and keep what doesn’t work in the dust. is a roadmap for all of
us to build unshakable body and style confidence.
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Go Carson! Carson Kressley's writings gave me the incentive to shop my
own closet. Carson offers hints you can use no matter how much or small
you can spend on beauty and fashion, no matter your age. Five Stars
Extremely funny and practical.!! He's hilarious and relatable. Therefore
many usable & useful tips. I've purchased many of the products in the
book (even though he clearly wasn’t just in it to shill items), and I’ve
been happily surprised with everything he's recommended. Kressley is
indeed witty! My kinda guy!!!. I can't say enough good about this
reserve.! It's working! Won't state IU followed his tips 100%, maybe
only 98%. I loved this book I loved this book.!! Carson Kressley's
writings gave me the incentive to look my .!! I did like the watercolor
drawings though. BUY IT! Simply the reading alone will probably be worth
it. Mr. PLUS, the items he's suggested are inexpensive and found at
Target! No Use Not much information you may use.! My children are 4 &
Actually thought there will be more "how exactly to" information. Five
Stars I really like Carson's positivity and humor. He's a gem! The
person can be hilarious, and I would like to end up being his new
greatest friend! So funny!. Has had me laughing out loud So funny! I
Like Carson and will listen (or read) anything and everything he has to
say. Has had me laughing aloud! Full of good tips as well!! I’m 40 with
two kids and I don’t watch reality television, but I had seen the author
here and there. I love books that provide practical, detailed assistance
on how best to be your very best self. OK It had been cheeky and an
amusing go through, but can't state it was worth the money. 5 and I’m
just getting back again to feeling like myself-this publication was so
well written and thorough that I'll probably buy a duplicate (I borrowed
it from the library). It’s not really a fluff reserve, as so several
genre of books are. It really is an excellent book about the basics of
being put together. Three Stars Not enough meat
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